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Abstract 
Based on the statistical methods of corpus and the 124 love-songs of Tshang•yang Gya•tsho as the studying object, 
this paper have set up the principles of vocabulary segmentation and built the love-songs corpus of Tibetan and 
Tibetan-Chinese grammar separation lexicon corpus. Then it did quantitative research on the achievement of “love-
songs” in the language arts from three aspects: the length of the vocabularies’, the frequency rate of the vocabularies, 
and the distribution of the term’s number in the verses and the songs. In addition it also introduced a new kind of 
researching idea and method for the study of Tibetan literature.   
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1.Introduction 
The love-songs which is written by IV DaLai LaMa Tshang•yang Gya•tsho (1683-1706) is full of folk 
charm and advocates folk language. As its vibrent national style and rich local feature, the love-songs
become an exotic flower in the world poem field, at the same time it has been widely spread by Tibetans 
one generation after generation for more then two hundred years and never out of date. Since in 1930 the 
professor Yu Daoquan has translated the love-songs into Chinese and English, there are more and more 
scholars have showed concerns on it, including Zeng Jian, Liu Xiwu, Liu jiaju, Duan Baolin, Hu Bingzhi, 
Wang Yinuan, Zhuang Jin and many other tibetologists. Nowdays the love-songs has been translated into 
French, Russian, Japanese, Indian, and Mongolian and so on. In the past, the study of the love-songs
usually is about author’s life, subject, style and some aspects of translation; however all of these studying 
methods always contained much subjective appraisal. 
The method that studying literature works by calculative stylistics dates from 1970s to1980s, at the 
beginning, people use it to research the literature authors and the authors’ language styles; later it can be 
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used in the mathematical modeling of literature style; recently years it has been introduced in the study of 
ontological literature, informatics and other fields. In the poem field people have already got many 
achievements, such as the study of semantic in Tang and Song poems, building the vocabulary 
segmentation corpus of Song Lyrics, the evaluating system about poem style etc. With the calculative 
stylistics method this paper did quantitative research on the Love Songs’ vocabularies, as well as have 
showed the work’s unique language feature as a kind of Tibetan culture form.   
 
2.Vocabulary segmentation of  poem sentence 
Before the vocabulary statistic, we need to do vocabulary segmentation in every poem sentences of 
the 124 Love- Songs, steps:1) to build a word segmentation corpus; 2) to set up the principles of 
vocabulary segmentation according to the Tibetan poem feature; 3); to adopt maximum matching method 
in automatic vocabulary segmentation; 4) to make a manual intervention on vocabulary segmentation and 
proofread it, then build a Tibetan-Chinese poem corpus. 
2.1.Building vocabulary segmentation corpus 
The vocabulary segmentation corpus comes from 6 authoritative Tibetan dictionaries which is 
including Tibetan-Chinese Dictionary. There are more than ninety thousand vocabularies that each of 
them is with their Chinese meaning in the corpus. Among of them, the one syllable word is around 5000, 
which is only 5.6% in the total; but the proportion of two syllables is half; there are about 43,300 three 
syllable words; the number of the four syllable word is 16,000, and there are about 5000 words which are 
all formed by more than four syllables. 
2.2.Units 
Unlike common Tibetan language, the study object in this paper is Xieti folk songs. Xieti is a kind of 
poem form in which verse there are six words. According the feature of tibetan vocabulary formation, 
there are three types of the vocabulary:  
 General vocabularies 
General vocabularies are the words which can be used independently and are without any contraction 
case and affixes. It is a comparative easy work to match them with the vocabulary segmentation corpus. 
 Contraction case 
 The contraction case in Tibetan vocabulary refers to the genitive auxiliary ergative 
auxiliary Weige auxiliary Shiji auxiliary separable 
auxiliary Zhongjie words ,and other auxiliaries, all of them can be added at the 
end of the word to form an opensyllable word whose back character is or anything. For example, 
the ergative auxiliary  is added at the end of i form my [6] In our 
statistic many monosyllables are made up with a opensyllable word and an  auxiliary, but they should be 
separated into an auxiliary and a opendyllsble word when take a vocabulary segmentation. For instance, 
here is a vocabulary segmentation result i/ ergative auxiliary  
 Affixes 
For the poem language is concise, many words appeared in the poem as their roots instead of their 
disyllables or polysyllables forms. When make the vocabulary segmentation many words will be 
separated in the root morpheme and affixes. In order to make the computer analysis study more 
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systematical, the gerunds which are formed by verb and norminalization marker also need to be separate 
into forms like this “root +affix”. Eg. fragment the segmentation of it is
fragment/affixes  
2.3.Vocabulary segmentation algorithm 
According to the feature of Tibetan poems, we do the vocabulary segmentation with the maximum 
matching method. Generally speaking, there are only six syllables in each verse, even the longest 
vocabulary’s the word length can not be five syllables or more. So to improve the retrieval efficiency, it is 
better to divide the vocabulary segmentation corpus into four: monosyllabic word list, disyllabic word list, 
three- syllabic word list, four-syllabic word list. 
   
Eg. Here is a Tibetan string 
 
Step1: do vocabulary segmentation on it as syllable point, we can get four syllables from 
 
Step2: if the last character of “str” is “ ”, we will get rid of it, so str=  
Step 3: searching the “str” in the four-syllabic word list but we can’t find the same entry  
Step 4: get rid of the last character of the new “str”, so str=  Searching the “str” in the 
three-syllabic word list, again we can’t find the same entry  
Step5: get rid of the last character of the new “str”, so str=  Searching the “str” in the 
disyllabic word list, this time we find the “str”, and its Chinese meaning is    “eastern” 
Step 6: return step1, take a four-syllabic string ,, and take an execution on it from 
step2 to 5 till finish. 
 
The original text: 
From the mountain peaks in the east, 
 
The silvery moon has peeped out, 
 
And the face of that young maiden
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Has gradually appeared in my mind 
 
Result of vocabulary segmentation  
 
/  
/face 
 
/ 
/ 
 
In addition, all of the unlisted words for output as variable “new words”, and then we need to confirm 
their integrities according the text, and input them into the vocabulary segmentation corpus. 
 
3.Statistic analysis of the poem vocabulary 
3.1.Verse style 
When we take vocabulary segmentation on each verse in the love-songs, all of the syllables’ 
combination in each verse can be divided into 8 types (figure2).let’s take a verse for example which is 
formed by six monosyllabic words. In this verse, the Basic Type is every word is monosyllabic word. 
Other five types in the verse come from the six monosyllables different combination. One-combination 
Type contains three situations: the first and the second syllables combine, the third and fourth syllables 
combine, the fifth and the sixth combine. If there are tow group combinations appearing in the first and 
the second syllables, the third and fourth’s, the fifth and the six’s, this is the Tow-combination Type. The 
Three-combination refers to there are three combinations appearing at the same time in one verse. Three-
combination is a kind of ideal combination and anastomosises the Xieti folk songs’ metrical. 
 
1 1 1 1 1 1
single 
doublets 
Base class 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
2 2 2
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Figure1  Word’s syllable combination style 
TABLE I.  VERSE’S STYLE  DISTRIBUTION 
Note: the above data comes from the four verses 
There are about 494verses of the love-songs belong to the above 8 types. According to the analysis 
result, 40% of the 8types are One-combination 1 and Tow-combination 1 while the Basic Combination 
and Three-combination are the lest. ……which speaks volume for the feature of the love-songs is that 
disyllabic always appear at the beginning of the verse while monosyllabic are in the end. The feature also 
is the style in poems. 
As the above analysis, the majority of vocabularies in poem are monosyllabic words or disyllabic 
words, but there are a few are three-syllabic words and four-syllabic words. Quantitative distribution of 
vocabularies as Figure 2 
 
Figure 2  Quantitative distribution of vocabulary  
2/3 of the vocabulary corpus consists of the monosyllabic words. The using frequency of 
monosyllabic words is as twice as the disyllabic words’, while the number of monosyllabic words is 393 
and the number of monosyllabic words is 460, however the using frequency of monosyllabic words and 
disyllabic words is 98% in total. Generally, the meaning of three-syllabic words and four-syllabic words 
is about personal names and place names, both of their amounts and the using frequencies are less. The 
number of four-syllabic words is more than the three-syllabic words’. From the above data we can know, 
as a kind of verse stylistic poem is highly concise of choosing words and composing sentences, and 
mainly with monosyllabic words. 
3.2.Quantitative distribution of vocabulary of Tibetan poem 
The amount of vocabulary in the 124 love-songs is 897, and its occurrence number is 2358, 
multiplicity is 2.63. Usually there here are 18 to20 words in each verse; the average is 19 words; at most 
there are 32 words in one verse and at least there are 13. 
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Quantitative distribution of vocabulary in each verse is as Figure 3.  
Fre
que
ncy
 
Figure3   The distribution of vocabulary quantity  in poem 
Among the 124 love-songs, there are 119 quatrain poems and 5 poems which are consisted by six 
sentences, all of them are 506 sentences in total. According to the numbers of vocabulary in each verse, 
usually it is mainly with 4, 5 or 6, meanwhile 2 or 7 at least. The average is 5 so on. (Figure 4) 
 
Figure 4.   Quantitative distribution of vocabulary in each verse 
3.3.Word frequency statistics 
After taking a word frequency statistics on the love-songs, it shows that there are many kinds of auxiliary 
words, and the amount of the highest word frequency top ten is 1/4 in total production which is 533. 
Based on this statistics it is easy to see the usage of function words is the mainly grammatical feature in 
Chinese-Tibetan language family. 
Table 2 has listed the highest word frequency top ten. 
TABLE II.  WORD FREQUENCY TABLE 
Item Tibetan  Repetition  Repetetition  
rate% 
Frequency  
 rate% 
1  132 5.60 5.60 
2  89 3.77 9.37 
3  55 2.33 11.71 
4  48 2.04 13.74 
5  44 1.87 15.61 
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6  40 1.70 17.30 
7  38 1.61 18.92 
8  32 1.36 20.27 
9  29 1.23 21.50 
10  26 1.10 22.61 
The cumulative frequency of the top 20 words is731, and it is 1/3 in the amount. the three characters: 
my dear I miss can combine one sentence which is “i 
miss, my dear”. As the three characters frequent using, we can see the remarkable writing characteristic of 
the love-songs that is to expressing the complicated emotional running after love. With the writing pattern 
which is the first person narrative, the theme of the love-songs has been made prominent. Except, other 
words which are often used in the work are: flower( )9 times moon 8 times mountain
8times wind 8 times river 6 times parrot 8 times babbler
6 times rhododendron 5 times, etc.. All of these words are closely linked to the 
theme and the artistic techniques in love-songs. The poet would like to use some writing methods which 
display the similar function as the metaphor to express internal feelings. Flower ( ) usually 
symbolizes beloved, while the moon  is the symbol of the pure love, things like that make the 
readers , also a good way to express the poet’s yearning for freedom love. With many high-frequency 
words we can find the common things that is how do people express their loves, meanwhile it is also a 
reflection about Tibetan folk customs. For example, in Tibetan culture cuckoo is a kind of Jixiangornis, 
the king of birds, even the avatar of Guanyin Buddha. In Love-songs, cuckoo not only has been praised 
highly, but also has been compared as sweetheart.              .  
For example: 
My dear emerald green cuckoo, when do you go to Menyu? 
 
My lovely rhododendrons who is busy heralding spring, please show me your smiling! 
 
 
Look, the cuckoo is coming from Menyu! My dear friends , can you feel the spring?   
Unlike other upper-class literati the poet absorbs many simple language of Xieti folk song in his work 
skillfully instead of the orthodox literary creation, so, folk song as a kind of art has been perfect and 
integrity. Among the 897 vocabularies in total, less than 20 words are written language, but others are 
oral language.    
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4.Conclusion 
By calculating statistical method, this paper makes a brief analysis about the vocabulary service 
situation in Love-songs, which has the following properties: 
 The simple and popular language of love-songs contains a lot of spoken language vocabulary, and it 
is easy to spread widely. 
 The poetic language is refined; the majority of vocabularies are monosyllabic words or disyllabic 
words. The disyllabic words are often at the beginning of the verse, while monosyllabic words are at 
the end. 
 Many of the high-frequency words in the poem are auxiliary, and the high-frequency notional words 
are the words which relate to landscape painting birds in Tibetan people’s life. Using the writing 
methods which display the similar function as the metaphor to express internal feelings is the poet’s 
unique creation features. 
As a religious leader Tshang•yang Gya•tsho has brilliant talent, but his short lifetime always makes 
people sigh with regret. The studies of his work of this paper just a drop of water in an endless sea. We 
hope there will be more different methods can contribute to our traditional literature study, and our 
national culture can be preserved and carried forward.    
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